FOREST PRACTICES ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
STRATEGIC GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND TASKS
Forests & Fish Report Vision for Adaptive Management: "An Adaptive Management program is necessary to monitor and assess
implementation of forest practices rules and achieve desired resource objectives. Adaptive Management is a formal process for
evaluating the current resource status and, over time, for evaluating the effectiveness of rules and guidance in protection,
maintenance, and enhancement of habitat necessary to meet resource goals and objectives, for making adjustments to forest
practices on a regional or statewide basis, and for requiring mitigation, where necessary, to achieve resource objectives." (Forests
& Fish Report, p. 70)

Goal 1: Assess and improve Adaptive Management Program efficiency and effectiveness
Objective 1: On an ongoing basis, assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the program in meeting
the Program’s mission and vision.
Task 1: AMPA / CMER Co-Chairs - By December 2008, develop a timeline estimating when
critical questions in the CMER work plan will be answered
Task 2: Forest Practices Operations ADM/ CMP Manager - By December 2008, a steering
committee or other collaborative process, shall be established to guide and make
recommendations on compliance monitoring efforts. Such a steering committee will need to meet
in a timely manner so delays don't occur in the training of survey crews and the collection of field
data.
Task 3: AMPA / CMER Co-Chairs - By February 2009, synthesize CMER work completed
since 2000, summarize knowledge gained and assess progress towards answering FFR Adaptive
Management key questions.
Task 4: Policy Co-Chairs / AMPA / CMER Co-Chairs - By February 2009, clarify when and
how research and monitoring results will be used to assess current rules and policies, i.e. should
action be recommended in response to each project in a program, or should all projects in a
program be completed before action is recommended, or something in between? Review and
document decision with caucus principals as necessary.
Task 5: AMPA / CMER Co-Chairs / CMP Manager - By March 2009, determine timing and
coordination between compliance monitoring and effectiveness monitoring projects, and report
results to Policy. (Note - Task 5 is dependent upon the timing of task 2. The intent is to complete task 5 within
three months of the compliance monitoring steering committee’s (or similar collaborative process) acceptance of the
revised compliance monitoring design.)

Task 6: Policy Co-Chairs / AMPA / CMER Co-Chairs - By March 2009, review the CMER
Work Plan to ensure programs/projects are prioritized appropriately, tightly focused on FFR
resource objectives/performance targets and key deadlines/time frames are identified.
Task 7: CMER Co-Chairs - By April 2009, revise the CMER Work Plan to incorporate key
components of CMER science synthesis, reflect Policy's recommended prioritization of projects
and include project schedule estimates.
Task 8: AMPA / CMER Co-Chairs - By December 2009, synthesize applicable non-CMER
research for priority topic areas identified as a result of completing Tasks 1, 3 and 6.
Objective 2: Every ten years the structure, process and performance of the Adaptive Management
Program will be independently reviewed.
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FOREST PRACTICES ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
STRATEGIC GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND TASKS
Task 1: Policy Co-Chairs / AMPA / CMER Co-Chairs - By January 2010, obtain independent
review of the Adaptive Management Program. This review shall be done by representatives of
independent, 3rd party research organizations and include:
o An examination of the structure and function for technical performance, fiscal
efficiency and overall accountability
o An assessment of the performance and efficiency of the consensus-based decision
processes
o A review of the rigor of CMER science and the responsiveness of CMER work to
body of PNW region science that is applicable to the L-1 Key Questions
o An evaluation of the interactions of science and policy within the AMP
Goal 2: Reestablish and maintain productive, collaborative caucus relationships
Objective 1: In order to more productively resolve contentious forest practices issues, the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) will lead efforts to renew and maintain cooperation and
collaboration among the six caucuses as an alternative to competitive lobbying and litigation.
Task 1: Commissioner of Public Lands - By March 2009, convene a meeting of caucus
principals to determine their commitment to the Timber, Fish & Wildlife (TFW)/Forests & Fish
Report (FFR) vision and ground rules, review caucus relationships, reinforce responsibilities and
recognize capacity challenges of caucus representatives, and review how economic viability
intersects with the Adaptive Management Program.
Task 2: Caucus Principals - By March 2009, write a joint letter summarizing outcomes of Task 1
and giving appropriate direction to caucus representatives.
Task 3: Policy Co-Chairs / AMPA / CMER Co-Chairs - By May 2009, develop and implement a
plan to improve understanding and conformance with WAC 222-12-045, the TFW / FFR ground
rules and responsiveness to Board Manual Section 22 guidance.
Goal 3: Secure adequate program funding and enhance communications
Objective 1: To ensure funding is available for caucus participation in the AMP as well as priority
research and monitoring projects, the Forest Practices Division Manager, in cooperation with caucus
principal support, will lead efforts to obtain stable, adequate, long-term funding.
Task 1: F&F Policy / Caucus leads - Support DNR’s unstable slopes decision package, which
includes a request to double the GF-S Adaptive Management fund from $1.2M per biennium to
$2.4M.
Task 2: Policy Budget Committee - By June 2009, develop a plan to obtain dependable, longterm funding adequate for participation, research and monitoring projects, and program
management.
Objective 2: Raise the public profile of the AMP.
Task 1: AMPA / Policy Co-Chairs / CMER Co-Chairs - By July 2009, develop and implement
an AMP communication and outreach strategy.
Goal 5: Increase research capabilities and scientific knowledge
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FOREST PRACTICES ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
STRATEGIC GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND TASKS
Objective 1: Strengthen and develop partnerships with other research organizations
Task 1: AMPA / CMER Co-Chairs - On an ongoing basis, explore and develop partnerships with
other natural resource research organizations. Report back to CMER and Policy biannually on
progress.
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SCHWENNESEN & ASSOCIATES LLC
May 5, 2009
TO:

Forest Practices Board

FROM:

Lois Schwennesen, Facilitator,

SUBJECT;

Northern Spotted Owl Policy Working Group Update

The Policy Working Group was established by your Board “… to recommend measures
that result in strategic contributions from non-federal lands in Washington to the broader
goal of conservation of a viable population of the Northern Spotted Owl”. You directed
the group to apply the following principles to its work:
• Recommendations must be based on the best available science and should
consider guidance in the Federal Northern Spotted Owl (NSO) recovery plan,
• Voluntary, incentive-based measures should be the primary focus, although the
Board’s Rules may need to be modified, and
• Conservation contributions from Washington’s non-federal lands must be
economically sustainable . . . with the goal of keeping sustainable forestry as a
priority land use.
When the Board meets on May 20 the Policy Group will have convened eleven times
since its January inception. The time and commitment of the members to preparation and
day-long meetings has been remarkable, particularly given the active legislative session
and a shocking economic climate that seriously impacts most members.
As the Board noted in the charter: “an important objective of this process is to change the
current dynamic of fear and resistance to a dynamic of partnership and participation.”
Towards that end, I am pleased to report that the group has collectively:
• Endorsed and supported the passage of SB 5401, the Riparian Open Space
Program to facilitate strategic acquisitions of NSO habitat on private lands;
• Requested Congressional Delegation support for federal stimulus funding for use
of forest biomass to produce jobs and green energy using renewable woody
biomass from dry forests at risk for catastrophic wildfire;
• Requested Congressional Delegation support for The Community Forestry
Conservation Act which would authorize municipal financing for working forests,
a valuable tool towards NSO habitat conservation.
With regard to its diligent efforts to build a common base of understanding of the best
available science, the Policy Working Group has reviewed numerous documents
(including Joe Buchanan, et al, 2006 synopsis; USFWS November 2004 NSO status
review; SP Courtney, et al, Sustainable Ecosystems Institute 2004 Scientific evaluation of
the status of the NSO; and D. John Pierce et al, WDFW 2005 Assessment of Spotted Owl
Habitat on Non-federal Lands in Washington , among others).
The Policy Working Group also has received and will receive additional presentations
from scientists in the field, including briefings from:
• Kent Livezey, USFWS, regarding the effects of barred owls on NSOs;
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•

Eric Forsman, US Forest Service PNW Research Station, on the most recent
science and the current status of owl demographics;
Larry Irwin, National Council for Air and Stream Improvement, regarding an
ongoing western wildlife telemetry project sponsored by Weyerhaeuser.

With regard to its diligent work to build a common base of information about private
land-owner incentives, the group has reviewed material (including the Future of
Washington Forests 2007 incentives summary; UW College of Forest Resources
Working Forests Incentive Programs Report; and the Washington Biodiversity Council’s
Conservation Incentives Report). The Policy Working Group has also received
presentations from:
• Tom Tuchmann, President, US Forest Capital,
• Cherie Kearney, Forestry Initiative Director, Columbia Land Trust,
• Michelle Connor, Sr. Vice President for Policy, Cascade Land Conservancy,
• John Bernstein, Vice President for Conservation, Pacific Forest Trust.
With regard to regulatory and policy matters, the group has reviewed and discussed the
November 2004 Spotted Owl Policy Group report from Dan Silver to the Forest Practices
Board and numerous federal recovery team reports, among other documents and as the
Policy Group’s membership includes representatives from DNR, DFW, and USFWS,
regulatory and policy experience and considerations are a routinely included in
discussions of approaches and options.
Additional efforts to work from a common base of information included presentations
from Policy Group members representing the conservation community, such as:
• Payment for Ecosystem Services – Lessons and Ideas for NSO conservation
• Proposed screening or ranking methods to prioritize areas.
• Carbon credits and their applicability to NSO conservation efforts
Presentations from various members of the forest products industry included:
• NSO Conservation issues and differences on the Eastside and Westside
• Forest Management Economics
• Factors that would come into play in selecting lands and providing incentives for
strategic sites using a sample “on the ground” location on the Olympic Peninsula
So Where Are We? Poised to do the Heavy Lifting
The Policy Working Group has taken the above information and many hours of collective
discussion and has made a strong start in identifying areas of common ground where
work can be focused now, and what has promise for other venues or longer time frames.
The group is now solidly on its way to developing a collective first draft response to:
• What are the goals that strategic contributions of non federal land would accomplish?
• Where are the strategic lands? What criteria would help identify and rank high
priority lands?
• How shall private landowners be attracted to participate; What incentives are most
applicable to NSO conservation in Washington?
Please contact me at 206-605-9529 or Lois@LSAresults.com with your questions.
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Report to the Forest Practices Board from the
Timber, Fish and Wildlife Cultural
Committee
May 2009
The Timber, Fish, and Wildlife Cultural Committee (Committee) is pleased to submit the
following update to the Forest Practices Board (Board) outlining the Committee' s
accomplishments, current work activities and recommendations.

.

Committee members:

.

Committee Co-Chairs:

Jeffrey Thomas, Puyallup Tribe
Peter Heide, Washington Forest Protection Association
Active Committee Members:
Sherri Felix, DNR Forest Practices Division
Lee Stilson, DNR State Lands Archaeologist
Allyson Brooks, Director Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
Morgan Lee, Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
David Powell, Yakama Nation
Justine James, Quinault Nation
Dennis Lewarch, Suquamish Tribe
dAVe Burlingame, Cowlitz Tribe
Norma Green, Washington Farm Forestry Association
Harold Brunstad, Washington Faro1 Forestry Association
Robert Bass, Hancock Forest Management

Background
Cultural resources have been a critical element of the Timber, Fish and Wildlife (TFW)
collaboration for over 20 years. The importance of cultural resources and their link to forest
practices was reaffirmed in the 1999 Forests and Fish Report (FFR) and the 2005 Forest
Practices Habitat Conservation Plan (FPHCP). See FFR Appendices Nand 0 and FPHCP
Appendix L respectively.
Accomplishments
The Committee completed the Cultural Resources Protection and Management Plan (CRPMP or
Plan) in 2003 as part of the cultural resources commitments in the FFR. The Board accepted the
Plan and in May 2005, approved and adopted the Plan's watershed analysis cultural resources
module and rules. The adopted rules require annual reporting on implementation of the CRPMP.
The CRPMP is designed to be a working document. It is a voluntary cooperative approach based
on mutual respect and an appreciation ofIndian and non-Indian culture and history. It builds on
existing laws for the protection of archaeological and historic resources, as well as the forest
practices rules that were established following the original TFW agreement in 1987.

Since 2003 the Committee has been implementing the CRPMP and related tasks by:

.

..
.
.
.
.

Promoting large landowner and tribal awareness.
Facilitating small landowner cultural resource education programs.
Recommending clarifications to the forest practices historic sites rules, which the
Board adopted in August 2008.
Securing legislation in 2007 to protect additional cultural resources information from
public disclosure.
Recommending cultural resources language for step two of the long-term Forest
Practices Application in collaboration with the Small Forest Landowllers Advisory
Committee.
Updating the CRPMP to note accomplishments.
Providing reports to the Board on implementation of the CRPMP.

Previous Operating Funds for the Committee

.
.
.

Facilitators for the Committee - Tim Thompson.
Draft cultural resources module specifications - Jay Powell (Anthropologist).
Funding for cultural resource education program development - Mary Thompson,
Holly Taylor.

Current Work Activities

.

..
.
.

.
.
.

Supporting Westside Pilot Project by Puyallup Tribe and Hancock Forest
Management as a first test of the Cultural Resources Module in a comprehensive
assessment of cultural resources in a watershed.
Researching funding for an Eastside Pilot Project of the Cultural Resources Module.
Assist in testing the Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation's (DAHP)
Archaeological Predictive Model.
Making recommendations to clarify WAC 222-20-120 which requires meetings
between landowners and tribes.
Supporting Cultural Resources Education opportunities including DNR State Lands'
cultural resources training and WSU extension services' outreach to smalllandowllers
and tribes.
Considering CRPMP amendments to including a description of how voluntary plans
can contribute to ID team deliberations and preparation of SEP A documents, and
broadening the scope of recommended agreement strategies beyond MOUs and
higher level contacts.
Support for funding a full time position at DAHP for the maintenance of cultural
resource data in support of the Forest Practices Risk Assessment Tool.
Preparing cultural resources guidance documents as agreed to in the CRPMP.

Committee Recommendations

.

Establish formal recognition as the Board's committee of expertise on cultural
resources.
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.
.

Provide link on Board web page to TFW Cultural Committee meeting information
and work-products.
Provide operating funds for professional Committee support.
Assist in funding an Eastside Cultural Resources Cultural Module Pilot Project.
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